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ABSTRACT Many databases contain huge volume of data, mostly in the form of digital images. Digital images such as 
vector or raster type or medical images such as X-Rays, MRI, and CT are extensively used in research, diagno-

sis and planning treatment schedule. Large medical institutions produce gigabits of image data every month. For effective 
utilization of medical images from the archives for diagnosis, research and educational purpose, efficient image retrieval 
system is essential. Image retrieval systems extract features in the image to a feature vector and use similarity measures for 
retrieval of images from group of images. Thus the effectiveness of the image retrieval system solely depends upon the 
feature selection and the way they are classified. The aim of this paper is to implement a novel feature selection mechanism 
using Discrete Wavelet Transforms (DWT) with Information Gain for feature reduction. Classification results obtained from 
the proposed method using existing classifiers is compared with the proposed Neural Network model. Results obtained 
show that the proposed Neural Network classifier outperforms conventional classification algorithms and multi layer per-
ceptron neural network.

1. Introduction
Visual information has been extensively used in the areas of 
multimedia, medical imaging and other numerous applica-
tions. Management of this visual information is challenging 
as the quantity of data available is very huge and growing 
exponentially.         Digital images play a vital role in diagnosis and 
treatment schedule planning of a disease. It provides visual 
information for diagnosis, progress in treatment. Image re-
trieval of digital medical images from archives is a challenge 
that is widely researched. Textual annotations of images were 
the basis on which images were retrieved during the early 
80s [1,2]. The images were retrieved using semantic queries. 
A system which can automatically classify images and retrieve 
images based on query image is required for efficient use 
of the archived medical data images. Earlier works in litera-
ture include use of visual features with text annotation for 
image retrieval [3,4]. Modern radiology techniques like CT, 
PET, MRI, X-Rays, provide essential information required for 
diagnose and plan treatments to the medical professionals 
[5]. Thus, efficient storage and image retrieval system for 
utilization of the images for diagnosis, research and educa-
tional purposes are required. Image retrieval based on visual 
features or image based query wherein the retrieval system 
responds to a query image by retrieving query similar images 
from the archive. In this retrieval system, the images in the 
database are preprocessed automatically to extract features 
and on the basis of the features, the images are classified. 
The query image is similarly preprocessed to extract features 
and based on the similarity measures appropriate images are 
retrieved from the database. Figure I show the block diagram 
of an image retrieval system.

Figure 1: Overview of Image retrieval process

Image retrieval plays a fundamental role in handling large 
amount of visual information in medical applications [6]. An 
effectiveness of an image retrieval system depends on:

· Multi magnitude feature vector formed using information 
extracted from images

· Computing distance metrics
· Identify the images in database with lowest distance 

metrics from the query image
· How to select features to achieve highest discrimination,
· Combining them effectively,
· Application of proper distance metrics,
· Location of optimal classifier configuration for classifica-

tion problems,  
· scaling/adapting classifier when many classes/features 

are incrementally introduced and finally,
· Training classifier to maximize classification accuracy.
Generally features such as color, texture, shape, size and 
spatial relationship are used for classifying images. In medi-
cal imaging, color is an effectively used feature; in fields of 
dermatology [8] color is extensively used as a feature. MRI 
images, X-Rays are in grey scale, thus color may not be an 
effective feature for image retrieval. Similarity measures com-
puted from low level image features are mainly used for im-
age retrieval. To automatically categorize medical images, 
data mining techniques such as decision tree, Bayesian net-
work, Neural networks, Support vector machines are widely 
used [9].

In this paper it is proposed to extract the feature vector from 
medical images sing Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) and 
feature reduction using Information Gain (IG). The proposed 
Fuzzy Softmax Multilayer perceptron (FS-MLP) Neural Net-
work is used to classify the obtained feature vectors for the 
given class.

2. Previous Research 
Rigau, et al., [9] proposed a two-step mutual information-
based algorithm for medical image segmentation. In the first 
step, binary space partition splits the image into relatively ho-
mogeneous regions. Second step involves clustering around 
the histogram bins of the partitioned image. The clustering 
is done by minimizing the mutual information loss of the re-
served channel. The proposed algorithm preprocesses the 
images for multimodal image registration. The multimodal 
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image registration integrates the information of different im-
ages of the same or different subjects. Experimental results 
using proposed algorithm on different images show that the 
segmented images perform well in medical image registra-
tion using mutual information-based measures.

K. Rajkumar et al., [11] proposed a two step medical image 
retrieval framework to retrieve similar images. A content 
based image retrieval framework based on PCA and wavelet 
was proposed. Wavelet filtering process is used to create a 
subset of images. The energy efficient wavelet decomposi-
tion is used to decompose images and corresponding ener-
gies were extracted. The retrieval system uses this subset to 
search for similar images. Further reduction of dimensions is 
obtained by applying PCA to the extracted features. Simi-
larity matches of query image and database image was ob-
tained using Euclidean distance. The calculated eigen vec-
tors and the similarity measures were applied to retrieve the 
medical images. Due to the reduction of searching space ef-
ficiency and retrieval accuracy is improved. Experiments con-
ducted using 200 medical images showed that the proposed 
method has better retrieval accuracy in terms of recall rate 
and precision. 

Kambhatla, et al., 1997 [12] developed local nonlinear ex-
tensions of PCA for dimension reduction. The algorithm was 
applied on both speech and image data. The proposed al-
gorithm is fast to compute and provides accurate representa-
tions of the data. PCA and neural network implementations 
of non-linear PCA were used to compare with the proposed 
algorithm. Results showed that nonlinear PCA performed 
better than PCA and the proposed local linear techniques 
perform better than neural network implementations. 

Park, et al., 2003 [13] proposed a method of image classi-
fication using neural network. In the preprocessing stage, 
the object region is extracted using region segmentation 
techniques. The images are transformed using wavelet trans-
forms. Shape based texture features are extracted from trans-
formed images and are used for classification of the images. 
The neural network was trained using back propagation 
learning algorithm. The training of neural network was done 
using 300 training data composed of 10 images from each 
of 30 classes. Results showed that the classification rates of 
81.7% accuracy were achieved. 

Su, et al., 2003 [14] proposed a new feedback approach 
with progressive learning capability. The proposed approach 
is based on a Bayesian classifier. The positive and negative 
feedback are treated with different strategies. The positive 
examples are used for refining image retrieval results and 
negative images are used to modify the ranking of the re-
trieved images. The images are retrieved by estimating 
Gaussian distribution of the positive examples that repre-
sents the desired images for a given query. Bayesian network 
is used to re-rank the images in the database. PCA is used 
to update the feature subspace during the feedback process 
thus reducing sub-space dimensionalities. Thus the feedback 
process improves the retrieval process. Experimental results 
show that the proposed method improves the speed, mem-
ory and accuracy of the retrieval process.

3. Research Method
This section briefly introduces to Discrete Wavelet Transform 
(DWT), Information Gain (IG) and the Multi Layer Perceptron 
(MLP) Neural Network.

3.1  Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT)
The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is an implementation 
of the wavelet transform using a discrete set of the wavelet 
scales and translations obeying some defined rules. In other 
words, this transform decomposes the signal into mutually 
orthogonal set of wavelets, which is the main difference from 
the continuous wavelet transform (CWT), or its implementa-
tion for the discrete time series sometimes called discrete-

time continuous wavelet transform (DT-CWT).

The feature vector from each image was extracted using the 
discrete wavelet transform. Pixels which are one length away 
from each other are selected. The algorithm pseudo is given 
below:

1. Compute Image size MxN
2. For each alternate value ‘i’ in array M and array size less 

than M or M+1
3. For each alternate value ‘j’ in array N and array size less 

than N or N+1
4. Compute DWT(array[xi,yj])
5. Store computed value in one dimensional array
6. Repeat from step 1 till all images are computed

W[j0,k] =   (1)

Wψ [j,k] =       j ≥ j0. (2)

Discrete wavelet transform is preferred over Fast Fourier 
transform due to its simplicity and the reduced time to com-
pute the image coefficients.

3.2 Haar Wavelet
In mathematics, the Haar wavelet is a sequence of rescaled 
“square-shaped” functions which together form a wavelet 
family or basis. Wavelet analysis is similar to Fourier analysis 
in that it allows a target function over an interval to be repre-
sented in terms of an orthonormal function basis. The Haar 
sequence is now recognised as the first known wavelet basis 
and extensively used as a teaching example.

The Haar sequence was proposed in 1909 by Alfréd Haar. 
Haar used these functions to give an example of a count-
able orthonormal system for the space of square-integrable 
functions on the real line. The study of wavelets, and even 
the term “wavelet”, did not come until much later. As a spe-
cial case of the Daubechies wavelet, the Haar wavelet is also 
known as D2.

The Haar wavelet is also the simplest possible wavelet. The 
technical disadvantage of the Haar wavelet is that it is not 
continuous, and therefore not differentiable. This property 
can, however, be an advantage for the analysis of signals 
with sudden transitions, such as monitoring of tool failure in 
machines. 

The Haar wavelet’s mother wavelet function can be de-
scribed as

 (3)

Its scaling function  can be described as

  (4)

Figure 2: The Haar wavelet
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To calculate the Haar transform of an array of n samples: 
1. Find the average of each pair of samples. (n/2 averages) 
2. Find the difference between each average and the sam-

ples it was calculated from. (n/2 differences) 
3. Fill the first half of the array with averages. 
4. Fill the second half of the array with differences. 
5. Repeat the process on the first half of the array. 

(The array length should be a power of two) 
Two samples, l and r, can be expressed as an average, a, and 
a difference, d, like in mid-side coding: 

a = (l + r) / 2  (5)
 
d = a - l = r – a  (6)

This is reversible: 
l = a - d 
r = a + d

3.3 Information Gain
The main aim of information gain criteria is to discover the 
amount of unique information is added by a feature to the 
whole feature set. A features information gain f can be com-
puted as F (S U f) − F (S), where F (.) is the evaluation criterion 
and S the selected subset of features. The feature with great-
er information gain is preferred. Bayes error rate, conditional 
probability, and information gain are a little information gain 
criteria. Quinlan suggested a classification algorithm called 
ID3 that introduced the information gain concept. Informa-
tion gain is a measure based method, used for selecting best 
split attributes in decision tree classifiers and indicates the 
extent to which data’s entropy is reduced. It also identifies 
values of each particular attribute. Each feature basis gets 
an information gain value, which is used to decide whether 
a feature is selected or deleted. Hence, a threshold value for 
feature selection must be established first; a feature is chosen 
when its information gain value is bigger than the threshold 
value.

Let a set of s instances be set A and let B be the set of k 
classes. Let P(Bi, A) be the fraction of the examples in A that 
have class Bi, then, the expected information for the class 
membership is given by:

 (7)

If a particular attribute X has y distinct values, anticipated in-
formation for the decision tree with X as root is the weighted 
sum of expected information of subsets of X according to 
distinctive values. Let Ai be the set of instances whose at-
tribute value of X is Xi.

  (8)

Then, difference between Info(A) and InfoX (A) provides in-
formation gained by partitioning A according to testing X.

Gain(X) = Info(A ) – InfoX (A)

The higher the information gain, the higher the chances of 
getting pure classes in a target class if the split is based on 
the variable with the highest gain.

Information gain selects the feature vectors which are essen-
tial for the classification process. On the computed coeffi-
cient from DST, the information gain can be computed based 
on the class attribute. The information gain that has to be 
computed for an attribute X whose class attribute Y is given 
by the conditional entropy of Y given X, H(Y|X) is

The conditional entropy of Y given X is

H (Y|X) =-  (10)

3.4 Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)
Multilayer perceptron (MLP) is the most favored supervised 
learning network model. The neural network consists of one 
input layer, one or more hidden layer and an output layer. 
The connections between the layers are typically formed by 
connecting each of the nodes from a given layer to all neu-
rons in the next layer. During the training phase each con-
nection’s scalar weight is adjusted. The outputs are got from 
the output nodes of network. The feature vector x is input 
at the input layer and the output represents a discrimina-
tor between its class and all of the other classes. In training, 
the training examples are fed and the predicted outputs are 
computed. The output is compared with the target output 
and error measured is propagated back through the network 
and the weights are adjusted.

The training set of size m can be represented as TM={(x1,y1),…
.,(xm,ym)} where xi ∈ Ra are the input vectors of dimension a 
and Yi ∈ Rb  are the output vectors of dimension b and R rep-
resents the set of real numbers. Let fw represent the function 
with weight w for the neural network. Supervised learning 
adjusts the weight such that:

Fw(Xi) = y; ∀ (Xi,yi) ∈ TM (11)

After the Neural network is trained with all feature vectors, 
and is tested on new samples its output will be correct to a 
certain extent.

4. Proposed FS-MLP
The proposed neural network Fuzzy Softmax Multi Layer Per-
ceptron (FS-MLP) Neural Network improves the classification 
accuracy of traditional MLP Neural Network model by intro-
ducing a fuzzy hidden softmax layer. The construction of the 
proposed model is given in table I.

Input Neurons
Output Neurons
Number of Hidden Layer
Transfer Function of first 
Hidden Layer
Learning Rule of first hidden 
layer 
Transfer Function of Second 
Hidden Layer
Learning Rule of first hidden 
layer 

36
1
2
Fuzzy Softmax

Back propagation Algo-
rithm

Sigmoid

Back propagation Algo-
rithm

Table I: Parameters Used In the Proposed Fs-Mlp.

The activation function in a neural network controls the am-
plitude of the output such that the range of output is be-
tween 0 and 1 or -1 to 1. Mathematically the interval activity 
of the neuron can be shown to be:

Vk=   (12)

Where xi is the input and wjk is the weights. The output of the 
neuron, yk would therefore be the outcome of some activa-
tion function on the value of vk . The most common type of 
activation used to construct the neural network is the sigmoid 
function.

A sigmoid activation function uses the sigmoid function to 
determine its activation. The sigmoid function is given as:

f(x) =   (13)

The softmax activation function,(Bridle, 1990), applied to 
the network outputs ensures that the outputs conform to 
the mathematical requirements of multivariate classification 
probabilities [15]. If the classification problem has C classes 
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or categories, then each category is modeled by one of the 
network outputs. If Zi is the weighted sum of products be-
tween its weights and input then for the i-th output, i.e.,

Zi=   (14)

Then

Softmaxi =   (15)

The softmax activation function ensures that all outputs con-
form to the requirements for multivariate probabilities. That 
is,

0<softmaxi<1, for all i=1,2,….,C and

  (16)

3.5 Back Propagation Algorithm
The standard way to train a multi layer perceptron is using a 
method called back propagation. This is used to solve a basic 
problem called assignment of credit, which comes up when 
we try to figure out how to adjust the weights of edges com-
ing from the input layer. Recall that in the single layer per-
ceptron, we could easily know which weights were producing 
the error because we could directly observe the weights and 
output from those weighted edges. However, we have a new 
layer that will pass through another layer of weights. As such, 
the contribution of the new weights to the error is obscured 
by the fact that the data will pass through a second set of 
weights [16].

a. First case: function composition
In the feed-forward step, incoming information into a unit 
is used as the argument for the evaluation of the node’s 
primitive function and its derivative. In this step the network 
computes the composition of the functions f and g. Figure 
3shows the state of the network after the feed-forward step. 
The correct result of the function composition has been pro-
duced at the output unit and each unit has  stored some in-
formation on its left side.

Figure 3: Result of the feed-forward step

In the backpropagation step the input from the right of the 
network is the constant 1. Incoming information to a node 
is multiplied by the value stored in its left side. The result of 
the multiplication is transmitted to the next unit to the left. 
We call the result at each node the traversing value at this 
node. Figure 4 shows the final result of the backpropagation 
step, which is f l(g(x))gl(x), i.e., the derivative of the function 
composition f(g(x))

Figure 4: Result of the backpropagation step
Implemented by this network. The backpropagation step 
provides an implementation of the chain rule. Any sequence 
of function compositions can be evaluated in this way and its 
derivative can be obtained in the backpropagation step. We 

can think of the network as being used backwards with the 
input 1, whereby at each node the product with the value 
stored in the left side is computed.

b. Second case: function addition
The next case to consider is the addition of two primitive 
functions. Figure 5 shows a network for the computation 
of the addition of the functions f1 and f2 . The additional 
node has been included to handle the addition of the two 
functions. The partial derivative of the addition functions 
with respect to any one of the two inputs is 1. In the feed-
forward step the network computes the result f1(x) + f2(x). In 
the backpropagation step the constant 1 is fed from the left 
side into the network. All incoming edges to a unit fan out 
the traversing value at this node and distribute it to the con-
nected units to the left. Where two right-to-left paths meet, 
the computed traversing values are added. Figure 6 shows 
the result fl1(x) + fl2 (x) of the backpropagation step, which 
is the derivative of the function addition f1 + f2 evaluated at 
x. A simple proof by induction shows that the derivative of 
the addition of any number of functions can be handled in 
the same way.

Figure 5: Addition of functions

Figure 6: Result of the backpropagation step

c. Third case: weighted edges
Weighted edges could be handled in the same manner as 
function compositions, but there is an easier way to deal with 
them. In the feed-forward step the incoming information x 
is multiplied by the edge’s weight w. The result is wx. In the 
backpropagation step the traversing value 1 is multiplied by 
the weight of the edge. The result is w, which is the derivative 
of wx with respect to x. From this we conclude that weighted 
edges are used in exactly the same way in both steps: they 
modulate the information transmitted in  each direction by 
multiplying it by the edges’ weight.

After choosing the weights of the network randomly, the 
backpropagation algorithm is used to compute the neces-
sary corrections. The algorithm can be decomposed in the 
following four steps:

1. Feed-forward computation
2. Backpropagation to the output layer
3. Backpropagation to the hidden layer
4. Weight updates

The algorithm is stopped when the value of the error function 
has become sufficiently small.
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Figure 7: Extended multilayer network for the computa-
tion of E

1. Feed-forward computation
The evaluated derivatives of the activation functions are cal-
culated and stored at each unit.

2. Backpropagation to the output layer
The backpropagation path from the output of the network is 
propagated starting from output layer.

3. Backpropagation to the hidden layer
Each unit in the hidden layer is connected to each unit in the 
output layer with an edge  of weight W. The backpropagated 
error up to unit  in the hidden layer must be computed taking 
into account all possible backward paths. The backpropagat-
ed error can be computed in the same way for any number 
of hidden layers.

4. Weight updates
It is very important to make the corrections to the weights 
only after the backpropagated error has been computed for 
all units in the network. Otherwise the corrections become 
intertwined with the backpropagation of the error and the 
computed corrections do not correspond any more to the 
negative gradient direction.

5. Training Dataset
Nearly 100 images were used in the experimental setup con-
taining five class labels. The top 40 relevant attributes were 
selected using information gain. Figure 8 shows some of the 
images used in this work.

 

 

Figure 8: Some of the images used in this work.

6. Testing Results
The results obtained from the proposed FS-MLP Neural Net-
work are shown in figure 9.

(a) 

(b)

Figure 9: (a) Query image from database. (b) Query re-
sults. 
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The results obtained from normal MLP Neural Network and 
the proposed FS-MLP Neural Network is shown in figure 10.

Figure 10: Classification accuracy measured in percent-
age.

7. Summary and Conclusion
In this paper it was proposed to extract features using Dis-
crete Wavelet Transform (DWT) and select the top attributes 
based on class attribute using information gain. The ex-
tracted features were trained with the existing MLP Neural 
network classifier and compared with the proposed FS-MLP 
neural network. The classification accuracy of the proposed 
method improved by a percentage of 3.45. Using less num-
ber of features in the proposed method decreases the overall 
processing time for a given query.
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